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‘A window on reality’, ‘nature’s pencil’ or ‘the mirror of reality’ – even today these largely 
exhausted metaphors characterise the myth of photography as ‘close to reality’ or a 
medium that is linked with ‘reality’. The apparently documentary mimesis that is inherent 
in photography, which has been an object of polemics since the early days of the 
medium, results from a transformation process in which motifs or objects of ‘reality’ are 
transformed into a supposedly undistorted two-dimensional image. Based on the 
exposure of the negative, what is photographed (analogically) leaves its traces or its 
impression behind, directly and unadulterated on the photographic image. The 
photographic image itself often leads us to forget this visual object, even if it is not 
infrequently understood as a pure view of or outlook onto a ‘photographic outside’. 

Anita Witek’s photo series Polaroids of places that have never existed (1998), Notizen 
zu Aminadab [Notes on Aminadab] (2007), Die Reise der Fotografin [The photographer’s 
journey] (2008) and Best of… (2012) make use of this illusionism about photography. 
Thus the photographic image surface in these photomontages is alluded to as a 
transparent window which in its superficially in-depth effect opens towards almost 
classically seeming stage spaces. This spatial construction is already recognisable in 
one of the artist’s earliest series, Polaroids of places that never existed. Floors aligned in 
the image space, diagonally protruding walls and intersecting objects suggest depth of 
field to the observer. Whereas Anita Witek still shows relatively logical-coherent spaces 
in this series, later series such as Die Reise der Fotografin or Best of…, stairs lead into 
the void, objects stand next to one another in a wrong proportion, reflections show the 
virtual image, but not its real prerequisite. It is a photographic game of deception that is 
being played on the observer here. 

For this Anita Witek uses the artistic process of montage. The visual vocabulary of the 
photographer consists here not of photographs she has taken herself, but of image 
material she finds in the everyday mass-produced print media, cut out, rearranged and 
photographed. For Polaroids of places that have never existed, for example, she cuts 
out images from real-estate adverts, individual architectural details, such as walls or 
stairs. The parts are re-combined and photographed. While Witek was still conceiving 
the spaces of Polaroids of places as individual images, later series are characterised by 
structural and overarching connections. Here too, she cuts out the individual 
architectural elements which she restages for her photographs. In contrast to the early 
series, in later works however the architectural vocabulary is used several times and 
continuously for sequences of images. Thus Witek adds new elements to an 
architectural arrangement that was last used for a photograph. Each image thereby 
shows components of the previous photo. In this way new images are created, layer by 
layer, which are exposed several times in different forms until ultimately a final photo 
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emerges. This can also be seen in the twelve-part image series Die Reise der 
Fotografin. In the three pictures Analytiker, Pool and Studio night, the vocabulary is 
successively extended from photo to photo, with material used in earlier shots continuing 
to be visible. The act of photography consists not only in one-off exposure of a negative 
but is far more understood as a process of manual layering, in which the camera merely 
fixes and blends individual image compositions before these are processed further. The 
individual photos can thereby be understood as selective visual markings of a 
continually progressing layering process. 


